
Program :B.COM Tax
EVEN SEMESTER 

Semester 2 COURSE NAME Teachers 

Business Regulatory Framework 
Remyakrishnan/ 
Shahna C K

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Financial Accounting II Betsy Manuel 

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

English Shabnam k s

CO1
CO2
CO3

CO4

Principles of Business Decision Rajagopal A T

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4



Semester 4 COURSE NAME Teachers 

Financial Services Remyakrishnan 

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

English- Illuminations Ligi Binoy

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5

Corporate Accounting Bushara. V. B

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Entrepreneurship Development and project 
management Sunitha K S Nair

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Quantitative Techniques for Business l Majitha Beegam K. A

CO1

CO2
CO3
CO4

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Semester 6 COURSE NAME Teachers 

Advertisement and Sales Management Betsy Manuel .

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Income tax Assessment and Planning Bushara. V. B

CO1



Income tax Assessment and Planning Bushara. V. B

CO2
CO3
CO4

Cost Accounting II Shahana KH 

CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

Income Tax 2 LAGHEESH V M

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4

CO5

Management Accounting RAJAGOPAL A T

CO1

CO2

CO3

CO4



Course Outcomes 
To understand contract in legal terms 
To study about Breach of contract 
To familiarize the legal framework influencing business decisions
To create awareness about the special contracts

1. To create awareness of accounts related to dissolution of partnership firms.
2. To acquaint students with the system of accounting for different branches.
3. To enable students to prepare accounts of consignment 
2. To acquaint students with the system of accounting for departments.

To understand the psychological burden of war
To help them present their ideas with confidence in group discussions
To enlighten their critical thinking skills and help to view them from diverse angles
To enable them to write imaginatively,impactfully,clearly and accurately based on the text 
books

Apply the knowledge of the mechanics of supply and demand to explain working of markets, 
Describe how changes in demand and supply affect markets 
Understand the choices made by a rational consumer
Explain relationships between production and costs
Define key characteristics and consequences of different forms of markets



Course Outcomes 
To study about Financial Services in India 
To understand Venture capital 
To analyse credit rating 
To understand the difference between amalgamation absorbtion and acquisitions 
To understand Leasing and factoring 
To enable students to maintain positive attitude to life
To familiarize leaners with different form of inspiring and motivating literature
To familiarize leaners with different myths and cultures
To develop creative writing

Give an idea about accounts of insurance companies 
To understand about Banking companies schedules and accounting procedures 
To understand the terms and accounting calculation of Amalgamation
To Identify the process of liquidation 

To create awareness about types of enterpreneurs 
To understand about Micro Small Medium Enterprise 
To create awareness about how to start a new venture 
To identify the stages of project management 

To analyse the degree to which a relationship exists between two or more variables.
To understand the variability in dependent variable by means of one or more of independent 
or control variables.
To identify the difference in relative changes from time to time.

Course Outcomes 
To provide basic Concept about Advertisement
To understand about Advertisement Apeal and Media
To provide knowledge about Sales Promotion methods and techniques 
To provide information related to Personal Selling 

 Able to calculate  to  book profit



To identify the tax calculation of  joint stock companies 

To give an idea about tax planning 

To analyse tax exception of business and profession 

To understand accounts of insurance companies 
To know about Banking companies schedules and accounting procedures 
To understand the difference between amalgamation, absorbtion and acquisitions 
To Identify who is liquidator and what is liquidation 

Familiarizing students with the legal framework governing income tax 
in the respective country.
Analyzing and interpreting case laws, judgments, and rulings
related to income tax matters.
Exploring tax planning strategies to minimize tax liabilities 
within the legal framework.
Applying income tax laws to compute taxable income and 
determine tax liability for individuals and businesses.
Understanding the procedure for filing income tax returns and complying
with tax obligations.

Students would explain the significance of basic concept, importance & functions of 
Management Accounting.

Students would illustrate the Vertical format of financial statements, and also tools of 
financial analysis such as Trend Analysis, Comparative Analysis and Common Size 
Statement.

Students would calculate the various ratios and would be able to discuss the significance 
and use of the various ratios.

Students would be able to prepare cashflow statements using Indirect method.




















